
CARRIE FLINT presented at the Southern California Kindergarten Conference on movement and 
physical education activities that get everyone involved. Her website includes a “playlist” that 
changes every month with lots of activities. Thank you, Carrie, for this bodies-on lesson plan. Her 
website is at http://www.musicalpeplus.com/MusicalPePlus.com/Welcome.html. 

MUSICAL PE PLUS 
HAND IN HAND LESSON PLAN 
CARRIE FLINT /APE & ELEM. PE carrie@musicalpeplus.com 
VIVIEN SIT/OT 

MONTH: MARCH THEME: DR. SEUSS/ABC 

THIS LESSON IS DONE BOTH AS A WHOLE CLASS MOVING FROM ONE ACTIVITY TO 
THE NEXT AND IN STATIONS. 

WARM-UP: (WHOLE CLASS) Simple warm-up movements. Follow the instructions from the 
song: That’s the Way We do It (Greg & Steve/ Kids in Action). Next have the students continue 
the warm-up with Run Walk (Physical Ed). INTRO ACTIVITY: (WHOLE CLASS) To celebrate Dr. 
Seuss’ Birthday start by reading his ABC book to the class. Then ask the students to bend their 
body into the shape of a letter…A/C/X etc. Allow for creativity…no wrong way. Hold up visuals to 
help them create the letter shapes. 

GROSS MOTOR: (WHOLE CLASS) Follow the instructions from the song Bean Bag Alphabet 
Rag (Hap Palmer). Each student will need a bean bag. 

GROSS MOTOR: (STATION) Use any form of an alphabet puzzle. Put pieces on one side of the 
play area and the “container/form” on the other side. Each student will take one alphabet piece at 
a time and place the letter where it belongs…the students are to run back and forth until it is 
complete. 

FINE MOTOR/TACTILE INPUTS: (STATION) Students form letters with wood pieces/ draw 
letters in sand/ form letters out of Wikki Sticks (for tactile discrimination skills). 

GROUP ACTIVITY: Follow the instructions from Silly Willy Through The ABCs (Brenda Colgate) 
The students will do a simple movement for each letter in the alphabet as the song instructs.  

CLOSING: As a whole class instruct the students to form different letters as a whole class. Start 
simple “T” or “L”. Again allow for creativity and allow for leaders to emerge. 

ADDITIONAL MUSIC SUGGESTIONS: Traditional Alphabet Song/ABC/ABC-DEF_GHI (Sesame 
Street 

 

http://www.amazon.com/Kids-In-Action-Greg-Steve/dp/B0000A8XP8/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1332901603&sr=8-1
http://www.amazon.com/Bean-Bag-Alphabet-Rag/dp/B00110F80A
http://www.amazon.com/Bean-Bag-Alphabet-Rag/dp/B00110F80A
http://www.amazon.com/s/ref=nb_sb_noss?url=search-alias%3Ddigital-music&field-keywords=Silly+Willy+Through+The+ABCs+%28Brenda+Colgate%29

